Now you have completed your
Research Task use your notes to
complete the piece of extended
writing at the end of this
powerpoint

Learning intentions:
Secure: To know why some people benefited and
some people did not benefit from life in Nazi
Germany.
Further develop: To be able to make supported
judgements about different groups and the extent to
which they benefited from life in Nazi Germany.
Excellence: To evaluate the extent to which people
living in Germany benefited from Nazi rule.

Think: What problems did people face
in Germany before Nazi Rule?
Anger about the
Treaty of Versailles

Unemployment

Hyper-inflation

High reparations
payments

A weak
government

Violence and
fighting between
rival political
groups

Fear of
Communism

As you watch the video clips record all
the ways in which people benefitted
from life in Nazi Germany.

What were the
benefits of life in Nazi
Germany?

Video clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2VE--RqpyQ

To what extent did the German people
benefit from Nazi rule?
Introduction – give your opinion. How much do you think the German people
benefitted from Nazi rule. Explain who benefited and who did not.
Section 1 – Some people did benefit …..
Explain which groups of people benefited and how they benefitted from Nazi rule.
Give examples of at least 3 groups of people.

Section 2 – However, many people did not benefit…..
Explain which groups of people did not benefit from Nazi rule and clearly explain
why they did not.
* To achieve a higher level explain why everyone suffered in some ways even if they
benefited in other ways.
Conclusion – Explain why you have the opinion given in your introduction using the
evidence from your essay to support your answer.
There is a writing frame on the next slide if you want to use it to help you write
your answer to this question

To what extent did the German people
benefit from Nazi rule?

Introduction
I believe that ……….
Some groups of people, for example …….. and ……….. did benefit from Nazi rule because …….
However, many other groups of people, such as ………….. and ………… suffered under Nazi rule because ……..
Section 1
To some extent people did benefit in Nazi Germany because …….
One group of people who benefitted from Nazi rule were ……….. because………..
Another group who benefited were ……………because………………
………….also benefitted from Nazi rule because …………..
These people’s lives improved under Nazi rule because …………
Section 2
However, although some people did benefit many people suffered under Nazi rule because ……
One group of people who did not benefit were ………because………
Another group who did not benefit were ……………because………………
………….also suffered under Nazi rule because …………..
In fact the majority of people in Germany suffered in some ways because ……

Conclusion
To some extent German people benefited because …….. although it is clear that ……..
I think that …………….because …….. and …...

